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Microsoft Power Automate
Our team of approachable experts use Microsoft Power
Automate (formerly Microsoft Flow) to empower organizations
by streamlining processes, boosting operational efficiency and
elevating overall productivity.

Delivery excellence is our heart.
With a national footprint and global delivery, Threadfin
has provided delivery excellence for 20 years. We leverage
our AWS and Microsoft expertise to achieve business
outcomes. Through each technology shift, we maintain
our position as trusted digital transformation experts
and advisors.

We assess your organization's existing
workflows and processes to identify
areas where automation with Power
Automate can improve efficiency and
productivity.

analysis & assessment

Using Power Automate, we design and
build custom workflows tailored to your
organization's needs. This may include
automating approval processes, data
entry, notifications and more.

workflow development

We integrate Power Automate with
other Microsoft products (SharePoint,
Microsoft 365, Dynamics 365, etc.) and
third-party applications (like Salesforce)
to create seamless end-to-end
processes.

integration services

Not only do we design and implement
approval workflows (commonly used for
processes like expense approvals, leave
requests and document reviews), but we
create automated notifications and
alerts that trigger for important events
or required actions.

approval workflows,
notification & alerts

We assist with data integration and
migration tasks to ensure that data is
properly transformed and moved
between systems.

integration & migration

Power Automate can be used to
transform and manipulate data as it
flows between systems. We  support
complex data transformations.

transformation &
manipulation

We plan and implement solutions that
accommodate growth and scale as your
automation needs evolve.

scalability & expansion

Sensitive information is protected when
we meet security and compliance
standards like data encryption, access
control and auditing.

security &compliance 

We monitor and optimize Power
Automate workflows continuously to
improve efficiency and reduce
processing times.

performance optimization

Our post-implementation support
services include troubleshooting,
addressing issues and making necessary
workflow adjustments.

support & maintenance
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